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Abstract. We simulated optical second harmonic response, both surface and bulk, of axially 

symmetric media excited by tightly focused radially polarized fundamental beams. The mode-
ling showed a highly localized character of second harmonic generation. We estimated decrease 
of overall second harmonic signal for defocusing of fundamental beam relatively to a sample’s 
surface. Radiation patterns of second harmonic waves were compared for different numerical 
apertures of a focusing objective, for different focus shift relatively to the sample’s surface and 
for surface and bulk second harmonic responses. The model developed is applicable for second 
harmonic generation by interfaces, films and poled glasses.
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Аннотация. Проведено моделирование генерации второй гармоники поверхностью 
и объeмом осесимметричного образца, освещeнного сильно сфокусированным 
радиально поляризованным световым лучом. Исследованы влияния числовой 
апертуры фокусирующего объектива, толщины нелинейного слоя и положения фокуса 
относительно поверхности образца на генерацию второй гармоники. В частности, 
проведено сравнение диаграмм направленности излучения в этих случаях, показан 
высоко локализованный характер генерации второй гармоники. Разработанная 
модель подходит для анализа генерации второй гармоники интерфейсами, тонкими 
нелинейными плeнками и поляризованной областью стекла.
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Introduction

It is known that radially polarized light waves focused with a high numerical aperture (NA) 
objective acquire a significant longitudinal component of electric field near the focal plane [1]. 
This allows applications of vector light beams in nanoparticles’ trapping  and delivering [2, 3], 
dark-field imaging and visualization down to a single molecule [4, 5], laser material processing [6]. 
Also, this peculiar distribution of electric field can provide a nonlinear optical response that differs 
significantly from that typical for trivially polarized excitations. Particularly, this allows observation 
of second order nonlinearity of highly symmetrical (e.g., axial) structures under normal incidence. 
In nonlinear optics of vector light beams, studies of second harmonic generation (SHG) by a 
material with symmetry 43m  [7], surface and bulk SHG, including spatially resolved experiments, 
by glasses [8, 9] and thin nonlinear films [10] were reported.

In this study, we developed a model that describes both surface and bulk second harmonic 
(SH) response of an axially symmetric medium under tightly focused radially polarized excitation. 
The model is applicable for SH generation by interfaces, films and poled glasses.

Theory

We consider a radially polarized light beam falling normally (along z-axis) to a focusing 
objective and then to the interface between two media with indices n1 and n2. Resulting equations 
(in cylindrical coordinates) for components of the second harmonic electric field in the far-field 
zone in the direction defined by the polar angle θ are:

  
(1)

 
(2)

where parameters P1 and P2 are:
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z0 is the sample interface coordinate, z1 is the coordinate of the rare side of the nonlinear layer, 
K – wavenumber vector of the SH wave. Components of nonlinear polarizability P are connected 
with components of the fundamental electric field via nonlinear constitutive equations. For axially 
symmetric media, these are:
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Fig. 1. SH radiation patterns for NA’s of focusing objective: 0.9 (left), 0.6 (middle), 0.3 (right). 
Intensity scaling factor is denoted below each pattern. Overlaying curves – patterns cross-sections

where ⊥⊥⊥χ , ⊥χ
 

 and ⊥χ 

 are nonzero components of the second order susceptibility tensor χ. 
Surface nonlinearity can be considered using substitution χ → χsurf δ(z-z0), where δ(z-z0) is the Dirac 
δ-function. Expressions for the distribution of the fundamental electric field of a radially polarized 
light wave, Ez and Er, near the focal plane are presented in Ref. [7]. 

Squared modulus of SH field, which components are described by Eqs. (1-2), gives intensity 
of the radiated SH signal: 

 
(7)

In Eq. (7) we took into account that output SH radiation refracts at the rear side of the sample. 
Thus, we added the Fresnel’s transmission coefficient 2 1n n

pT →  and represented the intensity as a 
function of the refraction angle θ2, which related to θ via the refraction law: n2sin θ = n1sin θ2. 
Integration of Eq. (7) over θ2 allows obtaining total SH intensity.

Results and Discussion

In calculations, we considered fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm, n1 = 1, n2 = 1.51, 

z0 = zf = 0, where zf is the objective focus coordinate, and suppose 3 3⊥⊥⊥ ⊥ ⊥χ = χ = χ
  

. This 
relation between the components of χ is a so-called “1/3 rule” which is common for poled glasses  
[11]. For surface nonlinearity we calculated SH radiation patterns for different NA’s of focusing 
objective, see Fig. 1.
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In Fig. 1 we observe characteristic SH radiation patterns for the case of “1/3 rule”. The 
patterns, expectedly axially symmetric, represent a single empty cone, which corresponds to a two-
lobed pattern in a cross-section (see overlaying curves in Fig. 1). For tight focusing (NA = 0.9) 
the pattern is relatively broad with cone’s full angle about 33°. For weaker focusing (NA = 0.6 
and NA = 0.3) the pattern is noticeably narrower – for NA = 0.6 angle is ~ 23°, for NA = 0.3 – 
about 10°. Note, these angles decrease with the aperture angles of the objectives, which are about 
65°, 37° and 17° , respectively, for NA = 0.9, 0.6 and 0.3. Also, inner (closer to normal) lobes, 
which are barely seen for NA = 0.9, becomes more evident, though still about an order lower 
in magnitude than the outer ones. The overall SH radiation intensity for NA = 0.3 is about four 
orders of magnitude less than for NA = 0.9.

For tight focusing (NA = 0.9) we calculated SH signal depending on focus shift zf relatively to 
the nonlinear interface. The dependence presented in Fig. 2, a demonstrates a symmetric peak 
with a half-width of ~ 2 μm, i.e. 1-μm focus shift from the surface results in two-fold decrease 
of the overall SH signal. For 3-μm focus shift, the decrease is 10-fold. Note, for smaller NAs 
this dependence is broader and the SH signal – lower. This was expected for lower intensity in 
focus and longer caustic produced by weaker objectives. Also, we estimated evolution of radiation 
patterns with focus shift (see insets in Fig. 2). The radiation pattern for exact focusing (zf = 0) is 
the same as one presented in Fig. 1. For higher focus shifts (e.g., zf = 4 μm), the pattern broadens 
and obtains a noticeable inner shoulder. Because of this changes, for a material with a known 
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relation of components of χ, the shape of the SH radiation pattern can be another criterion of 
the focusing. Similar dependence for bulk subsurface nonlinear layer of thickness dNL = 8 μm is 
presented in Fig. 2, b with radiation patterns as insets. The dependence of SH signal on focus shift 
in this case has a shape of an asymmetric peak, which is, expectedly, broader than in the case of 
surface nonlinearity. Also, focus position providing the maximal SH signal, zf ≈ 1.4 μm, is closer 
to the surface (z0 = 0) than to the rear border of the nonlinear layer (z1 = 8 μm). This is because 
of the refraction of the fundamental beam at the interface (n1 = 1/n2 = 1.51). Half-width of this 
dependence is ~ 4 μm. Thus, such dependencies can allow estimating thickness of nonlinear 
layers. In this case, the radiation pattern also changes with focus shift: for the optimal focusing 
(zf ≈ 1.4 μm) it is similar to one of surface nonlinearity, for a higher focus shift (e.g., zf = 6 μm) 
the pattern broadens and obtains an outer shoulder (see the insets in Fig. 2, b).

Fig. 2. Total signal of SH generation by surface nonlinearity (a) and subsurface nonlinear layer of 
thickness dNL = 8 μm vs focus shift from the surface (b)

In Fig. 3, a we demonstrate total SH signal for nonlinear layer vs thickness of this layer, dNL, 
for the tight focusing case (NA = 0.9). The signal expectedly increases with the thickness and 
then saturates, since the excitation is localized. Note, for the non-localized regime of SHG under 
unfocused excitation, total SH signal depends on the thickness of nonlinear layer quadratically. 
Dependence of SH intensity vs. (dNL)

2 for NA = 0.3, which presented in Fig. 3, b, is close to a 
linear one that confirms the latter statement. The calculated dependence slightly bends relatively 
to an exact line (dashed one). This is probably because the objective with NA = 0.3 provides rather 
weakly focused beam than unfocused. In the insets in Fig. 3, a we schematically present radiation 
patterns of SH waves for different thickness of the nonlinear layer. The patterns are similar to one 
of surface nonlinearity, though, for thicker layers, they broaden. Cones angles are denoted in the 
insets. This broadening can allow distinguishing surface nonlinearity from bulk one.

Fig. 3. Total signal of SH generation by differently thick subsurface nonlinear layers for NA = 0.9 (a) and 
NA=0.3 (b). Dotted line in (b) represents an exact quadratic dependence and no more than guide for eyes

Conclusion

We developed a model for surface and bulk optical second harmonic response of axially 
symmetric medium under tightly focused radially polarized excitation. For relation between 
components of second order susceptibility tensor, we calculated SH radiation patterns for different 
NA of the focusing objective. It is demonstrated that the patterns have a shape of an empty cone 
and for higher NA (tighter focusing) magnitude of overall SH signal increases and the pattern 
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